Figure 1  First test-run on the Main Line, with Christiania in the background, xylograph (from Illustreret Nyhedsblad, 1853)
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The railway came late to Norway. The first rail line opened in 1854, almost thirty years after the Stockton–Darlington railroad had opened in northern England (Figure 1). Yet after a slow start, due to Norway’s challenging topography and general poverty, some twelve railway lines were built between 1862 and 1882, when a recession put a momentary halt to development. In this twenty-year period, more than 160 stations were constructed, each with a comprehensive building program consisting of passenger facilities, station parks, storage buildings, and dwellings—sometimes even hotels.1

As everywhere else in Europe, this was an astonishing development, not only introducing a new economy of trade and transport, but bringing in its wake a radical transformation of the built environment. A new architectural expression emerged that in time would come to dominate not only railway architecture for generations to come, but also Norwegian nineteenth-century architecture in general. Contemporary critics spoke about the “railway style” as something contagious; it spread like a “disease” and was adopted, imitated, and modified in practically every Norwegian hamlet and farmstead.2 Although based on international precedents, the railway style became—paradoxically—a new national architecture, providing fuel to the never-ending debates about nationhood and national expression that characterized the nineteenth century. The unassuming architecture of nineteenth-century railway stations is thus a useful lens through which to observe the ways in which nature, nation, modernity, and history, were represented, negotiated, and constructed in nineteenth-century Norway, and how architectural style took part in their construction. For while “style” to twentieth- (and twenty-first-) century ears still rings with unmelodic discord against the establishment of modernist criticism, the nineteenth century used style to articulate the intricate web of memories, traditions, allegiances, and aspirations of a complex cultural world. Nineteenth-century railway architecture provides a particularly good example of this.

There are some missing links in the study of early Norwegian railway architecture because the sources are few; most of the contracts, briefs, and other documents that could tell about the commissioning of the stations are lost. In contemporary railway literature the station buildings are little discussed, least of all their architectural appearance.3 The railway architects seldom wrote, and there is little direct testimony about architectural expression. Even the buildings themselves are missing: very few of the early stations still exist, and most survivors are radically altered. However, there is a fairly comprehensive collection of architectural drawings in the Norwegian State Railway’s archives, and an abundance of lively material chronicles the reception of the
new railway as a cultural and architectural phenomenon. Newspapers, journals, and guidebooks eagerly followed the development of the railway, and the opening of new stations often made the headlines. Poets, politicians, and scientists wrote about the railway development, and although architecture was not their primary concern, their texts say much about the cultural ambitions that were associated with the railway in this period. Together with the heated architectural debates played out in public and professional publications of the time, the material provides an eloquent testimony to the architectural ideals of mid-nineteenth-century Norway.

“The Entry of Civilization into Our Country”
From the very beginning, the railway in Norway was surrounded by contradictory aspirations. On the one hand, it was to open a backward and provincial country to the modern world and connect it to modern European civilization. On the other, it was seen as a way to build national identity. As a modern technological system tying rural Norway to an international network, the railway represented a global modernity. As a national institution, however—built and run by a (near) sovereign Norwegian state—it was steeped in nationalist ambition. Both sides were manifest in the railway building program and its architecture (Figure 2).

A little poem, published in the newspaper Morgenbladet immediately after the opening of the first Norwegian rail line in 1854, expresses the triumphant internationalism of mid-nineteenth-century railway enthusiasts: “Now Hills and Valleys flatten/Now Time and Space dissolve/Your Speech can, with the Speed of Thought/Fly all around the Globe.”

Musing on the shattering of time and space, the anonymous author—“a member of parliament,” no less—echoed a figure of thought typical of the time. Annihilating distance, conquering and coordinating time, the railway stood as a symbol of modern man’s mastery of nature—the victory of enlightenment and reason—international and boundary-breaking. As the poet Aasmund Olavsson Vinje put it: “It is man’s thought that here, creator-like, has blown life into dead lumps of earth, making coal and water, fire and iron his servants.” A distinct aesthetic sensibility accompanied this victorious sentiment and celebrated the aesthetic quality of the great railway machinery—the crowding, the noise, the speed. J. M. W. Turner’s famous Rain, Steam, and Speed: The Great Western Express (1845) provides a dazzling reminder of this fascination—a sweeping illustration, as Michael Freeman observes, “of the march of technology, of renewal, of reform.” Turner may have been an early observer of this drama, but he was not alone. Two years before Turner’s iconic painting, the Danish writer Hans Christian Andersen confessed to “railway fever” and described with awestruck fascination the sensuous spectacle of the railway station:

I stared at these carriages, the locomotives, the loose cars, the wandering chimneys and God knows what: they ran as in a magical world in among each other; everything seemed to have legs! And now this steam and buzzing, combined with the congestion and struggle for space, this stench of paraffin, the rhythmic beating of the machines, the squeaking and snorting of the exhaling steam, all exaggerating the impression . . . one imagines falling over, breaking arms and legs, exploding into the air, or being crushed by a colliding row of carriages.

Figure 2 Georg Andreas Bull, Ask Station, Randsfjord line, 1868 (photo: C. A. Pihl. JMF–11011, Norwegian Railway Museum, Hamar)
Half exhilarated, half terrified, Andersen—much like Charles Dickens and Emile Zola—depicted the railway as a boundary-breaking machinery that did away with local differences. In the Norwegian debate, however, the new uniformity seemed a cause for celebration. Norway’s first railway director, Carl Abraham Pihl, for instance, envisioned the railway bringing about an “unprecedented expansion of human communication” and having “quite an exceptional impact on cultural development and enlightenment.”

It was an “unbroken chain, linking the whole world together,” and represented no less than “the entry of civilization into our country.”

Parallel to the celebration of the railway as something modern, rational, and boundaryless, however, ran the opposite idea, namely, that the railway was a symbol of, and vehicle for, the nation. Of course, the railway’s role in national economic development was extremely important. Yet its significance went far beyond such instrumental objectives. In the popular press as well as in contemporary literature, the railway was considered an instrument for the nation’s cultural formation, a force that was to “awaken dormant forces and create new ones; to fortify both the regions and their population.” Norway, having become independent in 1814 after 400 years of Danish rule, only to be immediately maneuvered into a union with Sweden, harbored strong nationalist sentiments. The discovery of the Norwegian landscape and heritage was high on the agenda of both scientists and artists, and numerous geographical, geological, and heritage-related surveys were undertaken in the first half of the nineteenth century. The conceptualization of the railway followed seamlessly from these explorations. Not only did the choice of routes depend on geological surveys, the railway opened the country to view in a radical sense, making the Norwegian landscape available for both practical and aesthetic exploitation. Moreover, because of its large building program, the railway seemed to offer an unprecedented opportunity to craft a new and distinct architectural expression: a national architecture sprung, it was envisioned, from particular Norwegian topography and traditions. Invested with such wide-ranging aspirations, the new railway architecture was charged with the contradiction-ridden task of fusing the international and the national, modernity and origins, into a whole.

The Main Line: Christiania–Eidsvold

The stations along the first Norwegian railway line between Christiania (now Oslo) and Eidsvold were designed by Heinrich Ernst Schirmer (1814–1887) and Wilhelm von Hanno (1826–1882) in the early 1850s, and opened on 1 September 1854. These two German architects, working for an English developer and building in a highly eclectic variety of European styles, may seem unpromising first authors of a national Norwegian architecture. And yet, a national-historiographical panorama was laid out along the so-called Main Line. Not only did it lead to Eidsvold—where the Norwegian constitution had been signed some forty years before and whose name had become shorthand for the new nation—the stations of the Main Line eloquently evoked cultural associations through architectural style.

The point of departure was Christiania Central Station, an elegantly gabled two-story structure in un-rendered red brick (Figure 3). Like Crown Street Station in Liverpool
(1831), it was composed of two buildings: the train hall with its huge exposed glass wall facing the city square, through which the locomotives could be admired by the public, and the long and narrow administration building with waiting rooms and offices. Adopting César Daly's station typology from 1846, Christiania Central Station can be described as a "one sided combination type," with arrivals and departures situated on the same side of the track. The overall layout of the station was probably determined by its developer, Robert Stephenson, who had built many one-sided stations in Britain and abroad, most recently those along the Alexandria–Cairo line, completed at the same time as the Norwegian Main Line. And while Stephenson’s chief engineer in Christiania, George Bidder, expressed a pious wish for “a station . . . built in a Style that may win approval here,” its typology and proportion were determined on functional rather than aesthetic or contextual grounds. In the short competition brief published in the Christiania papers in August 1852, therefore, stylistic expression was about the only thing left for the architects to decide. “Dhrr Arkitekter” were invited to submit designs for a two-story building, no more than 30 feet wide and not exceeding a cost of £5,000. Apart from prescribing “an arcade or portico in the middle of the building” the competition brief made no mention of the building’s appearance. Instead, it meticulously prescribed the various rooms and functions, including such modern facilities as water closets “at either end of the building.” Most of the pieces of Schirmer and Hanno’s competition entry are lost, but judging from the few surviving drawings, the project coincided closely with the built result. They proposed an expressive brick building with an arcaded entrance façade toward the city square, elaborately stepped gables and a characteristic turret over the main entrance. The passengers would enter centrally into a large foyer and from there be distributed to the symmetrically arranged waiting rooms for ladies and gentlemen, and for first and second class travelers. It was a singular building, with no immediate precedents among contemporary railway architecture. Although they employed red brick like their colleague and mentor Alexis de Chateauneuf (1799–1853) in his Hamburg railway projects from the late 1840s, they did not emulate Chateauneuf’s use of a city gate motif or his medievalizing vocabulary. Instead, they developed an expression that came to be something of a trademark for their practice. In art historical surveys this has often been labeled “Dutch Renaissance,” and the station’s steep gables and turrets do indeed evoke associations to northern European town houses and mansions from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. There are Scandinavian precedents of a similar kind, such as Hesselagergård in Fyn, Denmark (1540s), where an exquisite Renaissance gable of three arches was grafted onto a medieval tower house. Among contemporary examples that may have inspired the two architects are the many Jacobean revival stations in England from the 1840s, such as Tamworth (1847) and Maldon East (1848), whose influence was perhaps transmitted by the English contractors. The contractors may have told the architects of another English example as well, for the giant window of the Christiania train shed shows a certain typological kinship with Lewis Cubitt’s Kings Cross Station in London (1851–52). Although Schirmer and Hanno’s historicist station building had none of the protomodernist boldness of Cubitt’s design, its will to expose the railway to the city marks it as thoroughly modern.

The distinctive design of the Christiania Central Station evokes multiple associations. Yet more important than stylistic labels and precedents is the question of how this architectural expression was understood in mid-nineteenth-century Norway. “The red color of the bricks accords perfectly with the character of the building” exclaimed one contemporary witness, hinting at a double association arising from the station’s architecture. First, it was seen to evoke the flourishing red-brick urban culture of the sixteenth-century Dutch city states. This was a key reference in nineteenth-century Christiania because Holland was a specifically northern European culture—an alternative to Italian classicism. In an article titled “Holländska renaissance-stilen,” the Swedish architect Adolf Edelsvärd (1824–1919), editor of the influential journal Tidskrift för Byggnadskonst och Ingenjörvetenskap, enthusiastically promoted Dutch Renaissance architecture in the Nordic countries: “One of the styles particularly appropriate for larger buildings . . . is the Dutch Renaissance style. The Renaissance in general offers rich possibilities to reconcile the many demands of the new time. . . . Dutch Renaissance, with its steep roofs and pronounced eaves, is undoubtedly suited to a Nordic climate.” While Edelsvärd’s article was written a decade after the completion of Schirmer and Hanno’s station building, his text did capture a widely held attitude in mid-nineteenth-century Scandinavia. Northern Renaissance forms evoked cultural renewal, rationality, and modernity, while at the same time confirming the cultural autonomy of the North. These associations were corroborated by the exposed brickwork, with its apparent aesthetic as well as moral truthfulness. Freed from the “deceitful masking” of stucco, the building evinced honesty, rationality, enlightenment, and naturalness—fitting traits for a hyper-modern institution such as a railway station. “The building must decidedly be counted among those improvements, of which our town has received so many during the last few years” wrote a contemporary guidebook, adding that Christiania in a short time had become “a handsome
town, equipped in a European manner.\textsuperscript{35} By means of architectural style, the provincial town was inscribed into a vast European cultural context and its citizens included in a long-standing urban civilization. Style here, as so often in this period, was used to articulate cultural belonging as well as cultural aspirations—in this case, the dream of making Christiana a proper northern capital, a real European city like Copenhagen, Berlin, or Amsterdam.\textsuperscript{36}

If Christiania’s Central Station evoked associations of northern European urbanity, the country stations along the Main Line suggested something else all together. Here, Schirmer and Hanno used wood, developing the distinctive wooden style that Schirmer had been experimenting with since the mid-1840s.\textsuperscript{37} The country stations displayed light and elegant timber structures, their rafters, beams, and bargeboards richly decorated and their constructive joints carefully articulated in what was recognized as the “Swiss” style (Figure 4). Kloften Station, for instance, with its latticework gable over a robust timber body, combines the decorative elegance of this new style with a vernacular timber tradition (Figure 5).\textsuperscript{38} Kloften was one of the largest country stations on the Main Line, housing the station master’s flat in the attic, offices and waiting rooms (first class, second class, and ladies’) downstairs. The construction is what in Norwegian is called \textit{plankelaft}, in which horizontal timbers are locked into each other by means of notched corners, just as in a Norwegian log house. Rather than the rough hewn trunks of traditional log architecture, however, this modern version was made from milled timber, resulting in a less muscular structure than its vernacular predecessors but one which was easy to prefabri cate and quick to build. The station has an L-shaped plan with a veranda along the platform side. Diagonal brackets on either side of the veranda posts form arches, just like the ones Georg Gottlob Ungewitter (1820–1864) had shown in his
ornée in England in the early 1840s. The fusion of British and Continental precedents does not believe the national aspirations of this architecture, however. In mid-nineteenth-century Norway, building in wood was understood as a powerful evocation of a genuine Northern tradition, even when the decorative language was largely imported. Hans Ditlev Fransiscus Linstow’s (1787–1851)—architect of the royal palace in Christiania and a prolific writer—had asked already in 1820: “Does not Scandinavia possess its own, particular way of building, appropriate to the climate, and characteristic?”

Two decades later—fortified by his encounter with Schinkel’s wooden architecture in Prussia—Linstow answered his own question: “There exists in Norway—if one chooses to call it so—a national art of building, sprung from climatic and local conditions, yet found in the whole Northern region all the way to Siberia, namely the wooden style. This style contains elements of high civilization and deserves attention.” The generation after Linstow elaborated this idea through buildings as well as texts. Norwegian architecture, the later writers argued, had to return to a climatically and culturally indigenous manner of building—a wooden architecture. Schirmer worked tirelessly for this end, dreaming of “applying the type... of our ancient buildings and transposing it onto our time,” thus giving a “modest contribution to maintaining our ancient wooden architecture, modified, naturally, according to our own needs and conditions.”

Far from simply copying German or English examples, Schirmer wanted to graft international architectural motifs onto Norwegian building traditions, thus fusing universality and specificity. The little wooden stations along the Main Line were part of this ambitious project. By virtue of their materiality as well as their tectonics, they could be construed true products of the native soil and heirs to a long, national and regional tradition. The fact that their proportions and ornamental apparatus were inspired by Continental precedents did not invalidate the point. It was still, as the architect and critic Fredrik von der Lippe (1833–1901) put it in 1858 “a building style conceived in wood and executed in wood, slender and light as the wooden material itself, and suited to our climatic and natural conditions.” Even if the decorative motifs were imported, it was the wood itself, sprung from “the soil of the nation,” that mattered.

Continuing these ideas, the stations of the Main Line could have a sense of being a considered portraits of their surroundings—its topography, people, and history. Because the stations on a line were experienced sequentially in time and space, they could serve as territorial emblems, indexing the differences between regions. This indexical understanding of architecture had long been explored by Swiss and German railway architects. Johann Georg Müller’s (1822–1859) project for the Zurich-Bodensee line (1846) is a good example, with the stations displaying industrial or pastoral characteristics according to their location. “Each railway line should in its architecture strive to give a purified expression of the regional building style” proclaimed Müller, who envisioned railway architecture as a means to elevate and refine local building traditions. Without such a regional connection, the architecture “could not speak to the traveler” he wrote. Eisenhower’s stations and guards’ houses along the Baden line constituted a similarly eloquent essay on regional identity, and its example was well known to Norwegian architects through publications such as Die badische Eisenbahnen (1844) and Ausgeführte oder zur Ausführung bestimmte Entwürfe zu Gebäuden verschiedener Gattung (1852–59).

On the Christiania-Eidsvold line, this regional portrait took place in a less explicit but still significant manner. The wooden buildings with their distinctive ornaments echoed both the natural character of this region of timber production and the fact that the railway was initiated and partially financed by wealthy timber merchants. If the railway opened the country’s remote regions to commerce and leisure, then, the railway stations became recognized emblems for each region, gathering real or fictitious regional characteristics into one, compressed image. “There can hardly be a more palpable proof of Norway’s improved state,” wrote Tonsberg, “than our railway stations, from the vaults of which we in a few hours are transported to the shores of the Mjøsene, the central sea of Norway, and from whose gates the rich crops of the fertile ‘Opland’ are brought forth.” In a radical sense, the railway brought the regions into existence both economically and emblematically, as reflected in the curious mixture of cosmopolitan historicism and pseudo-traditional regionalism in the architecture of the stations.
The extent to which such regional representation was operative in nineteenth-century railway architecture is poignantly described in an anecdote told by the Hanover-trained architect Paul Due (1835–1919). Looking back at his long career as a railway architect, Due recounted:

During the planning of the stations along the Sætesdal line—a valley whose population has retained its distinct folk costumes—the chief engineer . . . Lysgaard wrote to me: “When you plan the station buildings along the Sætesdalen valley, you must preserve in them that national character which is still so present in Sætesdalen.” But when I asked him which buildings I should take as my models, he replied by sending me a photograph of a traditional stabbur [log storehouse on pillars] and some rural people in their traditional costumes and said: “take as your model both the stabbur and the people; for they are a sturdy breed.”

Railway architecture was seen as a regional portrait, a codified emblem for both “folk” and “land.”

The Christiania–Drammen Line

Another eloquent example of the cultural significance of the “railway style” is the Drammen line, running from Christiania to the harbor town Drammen—an important center for trade, particularly timber. The building of this line was steeped in conflict from the very beginning. It was opposed by Drammen’s bourgeoisie, who thought the link to the capital would diminish Drammen’s position as a regional center, and detested by Christiania’s elite, whose beautiful properties along the Frogner bay were severely affected by the line—“slashed, as by a knife across a beautiful painting” as the author Camilla Collett lamented in 1870. The line was built nonetheless, opening in 1872 with stations designed by Georg Andreas Bull (1829–1917). Bull had studied machine engineering in Hanover and completed his architectural training in Berlin under Wilhelm Stier in 1856. By the early 1870s he was the city architect of Christiania and the chief architect of the Norwegian State Railway, having already built a number of railway stations in southeastern and northern regions of Norway. Bull’s stylistic preferences were different from those of Schirmer and Hanno. Not sharing his colleagues’ fondness for exposed brick, he chose rendered masonry for the sober Rundbogenstil of his Christiania Vestbane Station, a symmetrical building of discrete but urbane formality (Figure 6). Two identical towers flanked the central entrance, through which the traveler moved into the large vestibule and further into the train shed with its impressive Polonçau trusses. Bull’s German training is evident. The Vestbane Station is not unlike the pared-down Rundbogenstil of the first Hanover Haubthbahnhof (1847), which Bull knew from his student days, or Friedrich Neuhaus’s twin-towered Hamburger Bahnhof (1846–47), which he had seen in Berlin. The city gate motif with two symmetrical towers was common in mid-nineteenth-century railway stations, including Chateauneuf’s Berliner Bahnhof in Hamburg (1846–50). In Christiania, however, the

Figure 6 Bull, Christiania Vestbane Station, 1872 (photo 1887, unknown photographer, JMF–800229, Norwegian Railway Museum, Hamar)
solution was a novelty. The contemporary press praised Vestbanen as “one of our most beautiful public buildings,” particularly appreciating the fact that “[d]espite its modest dimensions, the architect has succeeded, through an effective distribution of mass, to achieve a monumental character, while at the same time the detailing gives it a natural lightness and elegance. We take it as a proof that monumental buildings, even when erected within our limited conditions, do not have to resort to extraordinary or vulgar forms or eccentric decoration in order to maintain a dignified and characteristic expression.”

The reviewer’s slap at “extraordinary forms” and “eccentric decoration” was surely directed at the exuberant Swiss style, rapidly spreading throughout Norway. The anonymous journalist preferred Bull’s pared-down Rundbogenstil, seeing it as a dignified manifestation of European urbanity. He must also have appreciated Bull’s Drammen Station from 1863, whose discrete Renaissance allusions gave to the small town a measure of urban gravitas (Figure 7).

While Bull was praised for the classical restraint of his town stations, his country stations were every bit as exuberantly vernacular as those of Schirmer and Hanno. Also building in wood, Bull invented a trademark gable motif with intricate, lacelike carpentry work—an eloquent essay on the decorative possibilities opened up by the new jigsaws. Sandvigen Station is a good example (Figure 8). The little one-and-a-half-story timber building had a steeply pitched roof and a central gable dormer marking the entrance. Its overhanging eaves were supported by ornate brackets, which were decorated by finely carved infill. The station displayed the “flying gable” (Schwebegiebel in German) so popular at the time, in which ornamental woodwork was suspended from the outermost part of the gable, outside the face of the wall. This is a feature with precedents in medieval France and Flanders, but it did not exist in Norway until the nineteenth century, when it was copied straight out of German pattern books. This cosmopolitan attitude was typical for this generation of architects who, unlike the generation coming after them, did not pursue “pure” national expression. Bull had spent many summers measuring and drawing medieval stave churches for the recently established Society for the Preservation of Norwegian Ancient Monuments and knew Norwegian building traditions better than most. Yet he made no attempt at creating an archaeologically correct national style. Instead, he combined various northern European elements with traditional Norwegian forms in what may seem a perfect demonstration of H. D. F. Linstow’s “Pan-Northern” wooden style. The time was ripe for such a fusion. With the rise of “Scandinavism” in the early 1870s—a political movement promoting a new Scandinavian union—Linstow’s regionalist ambitions had come to fruition. As the conservationist Nicolay Nikolaysen stated: “just like the fact that the style governing a particular time does not belong to a particular country but is common to the whole era, one could talk about an architecture of zones. If the material, the climatic conditions, the ways of life, and certain traditions are the same in several countries . . . then the buildings will also bear strong internal resemblance.” It would be stretching
the evidence too far to see Bull’s intricate wooden buildings as a direct expression of Scandinavistic sentiments. What is certain, however, is that they appealed to a notion of regional identity that transcended nationalism. The new wooden architecture drew on climatic, topographical, and cultural conditions, implicitly promoting a native and natural Northern architecture. Carefully contrasting the soberly Continental Vestbane Station and the exuberantly vernacular country stations, Bull set up a finely tuned dialogue between the global and the local.

The Jarlsberg Line

No where did this dialectic get a more eloquent articulation than in the stations of the so-called Jarlsberg line, running along the southeastern coast of Norway from Drammen to Skien; the structures were built in the early 1880s by Balthazar Lange (1854–1937) and Peter Andreas Blix (1831–1901). The larger town stations were built in masonry in a fairly conventional neoclassicism, while the rural stations were built in wood in a far more eclectic variety of styles—in
part evoking vernacular Norwegian timber traditions, in part echoing Continental pattern books. The extent to which the station architecture was conceived as an essay on stylistic-cultural allegiances comes across clearly in the two-page drawing published in the German journal *Organ für die Fortschritte des Eisenbahnwesen* in 1883 (Figure 9). Here, all the stations on the Jarlsberg line were presented at the same scale and with carefully aligned plans and façades. The rural stations are shown between the monumental classicism of town stations like Larvik and Tønsberg, and the contrast is striking. While the public ground-floor waiting rooms and offices of the urban stations were organized with strict symmetry, the country stations reveal a great variety of more or less asymmetrical solutions, with facilities picturesquely grouped around the main waiting room. And while the town stations display a decorous regularity in their façades, the architectural expression of the country stations is rich and diverse. Skoppum Station has a steeply pitched roof with steps and turns, complete with elaborate flying gables and finials. The brackets stabilizing the veranda posts are carefully carved, a feature cultivated to great effect in many of the rural stations on the Jarlsberg line. For “middle type” stations, for instance, Lange designed a beautiful porch divided into three bays with pitched roof, finial, and an ornamental scissor truss inlaid into the central bay paneling (Figures 10, 11). This refined panel architecture was not the only style on offer, however. Stations such as Horten display a more muscular timber architecture with shallow pitched roof and carved log ends, more closely allied to the traditional timber architecture of the region (Figure 12). The water towers on the Jarlsberg line similarly echo the bell towers of medieval stave churches; a self-conscious reference to Norway’s building traditions (Figure 13).

As on the other rail lines, the architecture of the Jarlsberg line was conceived as a kind of regional portraiture. While the rural stations affiliated themselves (however loosely) to local traditions, the town stations spoke of European influences—well expressed in Lange’s skillful working drawings for Larvik Station (Figure 14). In this region such influences were close at hand, mediated through the many aristocratic estates for which the county was famous. The Jarlsberg Estate just outside Tønsberg, for instance, was the seat of one of the country’s two Earldoms until 1821, when aristocratic titles were abolished in Norway. It was this estate...
Figure 10  Balthazar Lange, typical veranda for country “middle type” stations on the Jarlsberg line, 1881, drawing, 1879 (A 9.56, catalogue 1831/90, Norges Statsbaner. Arkitektkontoret, ca 1850–1913 [Riksarkivet, 1996], National Archives of Norway, Oslo)

Figure 11  Lange, typical finial for country stations on the Jarlsberg line, 1881, drawing, 1879 (A 9.58, catalogue 1831/90, Norges Statsbaner. Arkitektkontoret, ca 1850–1913 [Riksarkivet, 1996], National Archives of Norway, Oslo)
that had given the Drammen-Skien line both its nicknames: the Jarlsberg line and the Earldom line (Grevskapsbanen). The manor house at Jarlsberg, built in 1699 and given its neoclassical appearance in 1812, may have served as a model for the town stations. Architectural historian Terje Hauken points out that Tønsberg Station mimics Jarlsberg’s dignified neoclassicism with its central pediment, symmetrically placed pilasters, and arched windows (Figure 15).66 As the former home of Norway’s finance minister, governor, and vice-king, Earl Herman Wedel-Jarlsberg, the estate represented the European culture and enlightenment to which a provincial town like Tønsberg aspired.67 No wonder it was considered an appropriate model for the town’s most important link to the outside world: the railway station.

The grandeur of the opening ceremony bespeaks the level of expectation associated with the new railway. It took place 14 October 1881 in the presence of the Swedish-Norwegian king, Oscar II, who according to the local newspaper brought gifts of “peace, work, and progress.”68 The day was declared a local holiday, and the entire population lined the decorated streets to witness the royal train roll into the station. As a local dignitary enthused: “Today, a train rushes into our town whose like has never been seen in old Tønsberg. . . . The railway brings us into contact with a new time, whose appearance is already showing itself in the much enhanced beauty of the railway’s surroundings. Old things will disappear;—the new time demands its form.”69 The new station was a key contribution to this “enhanced beauty,” at the same time representing international modernity and the classical tradition.

Like the Main Line and the Drammen line stations, those on the Jarlsberg line displayed a clear stylistic division between urban and rural architecture. While the town stations complied with recognizable stylistic precedents, the
rural stations invoked regional wood-building traditions—constituting an “architecture of zones,” just as Nicolaysen had promoted. The extent to which this division was codified in Scandinavian railway building becomes clear in the work of Adolf Edelsvärd, the editor of *Tidskrift för Byggnadskonst och Ingenjörvetenskap*. Edelsvärd was also the chief architect of the Swedish railway from 1855 until 1895 and a long-standing colleague of Bull, Blix, and Lange during their work as railway architects. Edelsvärd divided architecture in general, and his own railway stations in particular, into two groups. On the one hand there were the “simple and rural buildings for the populace”; on the other, “more significant buildings.” For the first type, Edelsvärd promoted the use of local building traditions, although “improved and elevated to an independent style.” This, he argued, would “fulfill the requirements of necessity and beauty, while at the same time appear to grow out of the people’s own deeds and desires. In this way it [architecture]...
becomes national, as one of the most powerful ties that attaches the individual to his homeland.\textsuperscript{62} Paradoxically, Edelsvärd particularly recommended the Swiss style for this type of building, seeing it as a “natural style which bespeaks its purpose and allows the material to show itself with the always attractive character of truth.”\textsuperscript{73} This search for a natural and national style did not apply to the second category of “more significant buildings” according to Edelsvärd. For these, it was appropriate to choose “one of the previously developed architectural styles . . . and modify it with insight.”\textsuperscript{74} Edelsvärd himself was a stylistic omnivore, building in a wide variety of expressions and having a particular fondness for Dutch Renaissance, which he championed in the \textit{Tidsskrift}.

Wittingly or unwittingly, the Norwegian railway architects adhered to Edelsvärd’s distinction. Through a systematic use of style, they articulated the difference between urban (European/classical) and rural (Nordic/medieval) culture. Key themes from nineteenth-century cultural debates loom in the background of this divide. The distinction between a classical South and a romantic North was a recurrent theme in late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century thinking. For German romantics from Herder onward, the North was associated with the anti-classical, which also meant the anti-artificial—the natural.\textsuperscript{75} This polarity received a particular articulation in architectural discourse, played out in the long drawn battle between neoclassicism and neo-gothic, where both were seen as representing the spontaneous and the organic, apparent for instance in the young Schinkel’s celebration of the gothic as a living totality.\textsuperscript{76}

Indeed, the two architects of the Jarlsberg line had been trained by one of Europe’s most significant promoters of neo-gothic, Conrad Wilhelm Hase (1818–1902), at the Polyteknikum in Hanover.\textsuperscript{77} Hase wielded a vast influence on Norwegian architecture from the late 1850s onward. He taught the majority of Norwegian architects working in the latter half of the nineteenth century, and had a dedicated group of followers in Christiania.\textsuperscript{78} As one of them solemnly put it in Hase’s obituary from 1902:

It was a great idea that seized the men together with whom Hase fought in those debauched years around the middle of the century. . . . The idea can be summarized thus: The organic connection between the material, the construction, and the exterior art-forms, and the elevation of their true, inner significance, as opposed to mere outer appearance. [Hase’s] was a happy and assured move toward healthy, natural principles, leading architecture away from depraved detours and back onto a healthy course.\textsuperscript{79}

Hase promoted the medieval style as a natural, modern, and true architectural expression, encouraging his students to display construction and never conceal or mask building materials.\textsuperscript{80} Moreover, the Germanic Middle Ages created what Hase believed was a true Northern style—a regionally authentic alternative to the rigid and artificial classicism of the South.

The architecture of the Jarlsberg line provided a precise articulation of this polarity. Through style, the architects expressed both an aspiration for the European Enlightenment—represented in academic neoclassicism—and the desire to express nationalism with wooden architecture—an architecture that vaguely echoed medieval timber traditions and that, with a stretch of the imagination, could be construed as Norwegian. To be sure, Horten Station and the Jarlsberg line water towers point toward the more self-consciously national architecture that would fully evolve only in the 1880s. For the most part, however, the Jarlsberg line country stations were as eclectic and cosmopolitan as Bull’s Sandvigen or Schirmer’s Kloften: still expressing national aspirations through Continental historicist forms. The national was not understood as a question of historical motifs but of tectonics and materiality—a question to which Hase had provided a plausible answer with his insistence on material truth and natural construction. As Hase’s anonymous Norwegian obituaryist exclaimed: “everything in our development that is healthy and profound has first been conceived through Hase.”\textsuperscript{81}

If Blix and Lange’s stations bear the fingerprint of Hase, they also bespeak another influential teacher under whom Blix had studied in Karlsruhe, Friedrich Eisenlohr.\textsuperscript{82} Eisenlohr was widely admired in Norway in the 1860s and 1870s. Fredrik von der Lippe expressed it well in his comprehensive presentation of German contemporary architecture, published in four long installations in \textit{Illustreret Nyhedsklad} in 1860:

In [Eisenlohr] is united an exceptional architectural talent with the most noble drive to purge architecture of anything alien and un-national, forced upon it by modern so-called Classicism. His railway buildings in the most noble romantic style belong thus to the most beautiful and original brought forth by the architecture of recent times. Running through all of them, from the grandest terminal to the adorable little station master’s cottage, is a harmonious idea which attracts the attention of every traveler. The structural necessity, the natural appearance of the materials—everywhere presented in their true color—and the picturesque grouping. Just as perfect as his overall composition are his details and ornaments, in which the specific character of each material remains at the focus of his attention.\textsuperscript{83}

As Lippe’s enthusiastic testimony makes clear, it was the material honesty, regional associations, and emotional directness of Eisenlohr’s architecture that impressed his Norwegian
students so profoundly and which they sought to emulate in their own buildings. While Blix and Lange continued to use the neoclassical style in urban situations, they tried in their rural stations to follow Eisenlohr’s example, creating a locally rooted yet modern architectural expression: a Northern architecture for the nineteenth century.

**Cosmopolitan Nationalism**

For all their nationalist aspirations, the rural stations along the Main Line, the Drammen line, and the Jarlsberg line look anything but “Norwegian.” In fact, most of them bear nothing but the most tenuous relation to the traditional wooden architecture of their regions. The wooden station buildings echo instead the new wooden architecture of northern Europe, and derive at least partly from German and English pattern books.84 Three factors contributed to making this obviously imported architectural idiom serve as a national architecture: materiality, historicity, and tectonics. Wood was considered a geographically specific material—sprung from the soil as a natural product.85 Climatically adapted and part of a living vernacular tradition, wooden architecture seemed to provide a national as well as natural alternative in the nineteenth century “battle of styles.” This argument also involved a historical dimension. Building in wood meant returning to an ancient tradition, forging historical links between the present and Norway’s medieval past. It meant, in other words, skipping over the four hundred years of Danish civilization embodied in classical masonry architecture. It was not so much the vaguely medievalizing motifs that made this architecture “national” for its proponents. This was accomplished by the material itself, which was Norwegian wood rather than foreign stone and brick. To this generation of architects, the reliance on northern European pattern books is now invalidated their claim to have created a national architecture. On the contrary, it confirmed the historicist idea of architecture as regionally and historically specific—particular to time and place—only now the region was expanded to encompass all areas with similar climates, topographies, and cultures.

A few years later, this cosmopolitan nationalism would be a thing of the past. In fact, most of Lange and Blix’s Jarlsberg line stations must have already seemed out of date when they were inaugurated, for Norwegian architecture in the 1880s was turning toward a more orthodox nationalism, based on historical and archaeological precedents.86 In his memoirs, Balthazar Lange regretted the frivolous, unarchaeological historicism of his early career, putting it down to youthful ignorance: “we were heavily influenced by the German attitude,—not yet aware of what we had ourselves, in our ancient building traditions. Several years had to pass before our eyes were opened.”87 Hermann Major Schirmer (1845–1913)—son of Heinrich Ernst—came to a similar conclusion when he summed up the state of Norwegian wooden architecture in 1880:

> In our wooden architecture ... there have been but few attempts at using compatible motifs from our old architecture. ... Instead, one has clung onto a Germanic Schweitzer-architecture, developed in those schools from which our professional architects and builders have their education and in which they, as a rule, have been given their theoretical outlook. It cannot be denied that this is a sore fact, insofar as our old, homegrown wooden architecture can fully compete against that found in Switzerland.88

For the younger Schirmer, the grafting of national motifs onto an international, historicist architecture (and vice versa) was no longer desirable, or even comprehensible. Unlike the architects of the previous generation, who considered style a means to make a national architecture universally meaningful, the old Balthazar Lange and the young Hermann Major Schirmer sought a purified national style, cleansed of its continental heritage. In the architecture of the 1880s and 90s, this desire would translate itself, first into the fanciful forms of the so-called “Dragon style” architecture and later into the pared-down timber buildings of architects such as Magnus Poulsson (1881–1931), who like so many of his contemporary colleagues, spent his student summers measuring and drawing vernacular Norwegian buildings under the watchful eye of Hermann Major Schirmer.89

If the new wooden railway architecture epitomized both nature and nation, it also represented two aspects of modernity. It was the physical manifestation of perhaps the most radical technological transformation of all times. Not surprisingly, it was seen as the harbinger of a new era—the first whiff of a big new world, discernable even in the remotest parts of Europe. H. C. Andersen’s dizzying account of the human drama at a railway station may seem irrelevant for the small rural stations of Norway. Yet as numerous newspaper articles, poems, and novels testify, even the simplest station was seen as a site of progress, “a passage to the future,” as a local poet described it at the opening of the Jarlsberg line.90 It was a place where the local opened onto the global and the present opened into the future. The station also represented modernity in a more direct sense. The railway’s large production of wooden buildings became a testing arena for modular prefabrication, from Schirmer and Hanno’s standardized timber constructions of the 1850s, to the more systematic prefabrication that started in the 1870s and reached its international breakthrough in the Paris exhibition of 1878, where four
Norwegian wooden manufacturers presented prefabricated wooden houses for international export. The timber merchants played a key role in initiating and financing the early railway in Norway, and were the main providers of materials and prefabricated elements for the station buildings. For all their quaint, historical references, the rural stations introduced a cutting-edge construction technology that would dominate Norwegian house building for generations.

The “natural” and vernacular-looking wooden stations along the Main Line, the Drammen line, and the Jarlsberg line—in fact Continentally inspired and prefabricated—constituted an architecture that fused many contradictory demands and expectations. It was natural and yet modern; it was historically rooted yet at the same time technologically advanced; it was national and yet belonging to a larger cultural context. It accomplished this remarkable fusion through the manipulation of materials, tectonic traditions, and historical references—in short, through style.

Panoramas of Style

The railway journey took the Norwegian traveler from a classical, European urban civilization through a condensed history of local vernacular traditions (or a carefully crafted hint of such a history) while expressing the absolute modernity of the railway system through modern, constructively “honest” and rationally planned wooden architecture. In this sense, railway travel was a journey through cultural time as much as through geographical space. Wolfgang Schivelbusch, in his classic The Railway Journey, argues that train travel opened up a new way of seeing and perceiving the world—what he labels panoramic perception. Panoramic perception is characterized by an understanding of the landscape as pictures to be observed, rather than places in which to interact. This takes place in a very concrete sense—because the foreground literally disappears when one travels at a certain speed—and in an epistemological and metaphoric sense, as the nineteenth-century traveler began to understand the landscape as a succession of views, pictures, or panoramas—one after the other like “pearls on a string,” as H. C. Andersen put it in his marvelous account of the train journey along Denmark’s first railway line from Korsør to Copenhagen. Picking up on Schivelbusch’s metaphoric notion, one could argue that the panoramic perception of the nineteenth-century railway traveler encompassed not only space, but time as well. Like the bird’s-eye perception of the nineteenth-century railway traveler encompassed not only space, but time as well. Like the bird’s-eye
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